
Automatic Headlamp ON 

Abstract 

The headlight during the night travel plays a major role. While driving 

there may be an irritating situation due to the headlight lamp focus 

from the opposite vehicle. It may cause temporary blindness that 

leads to collision or sometimes it may lead to accidents. There is a 

manual way to adjust the headlight focus but it is difficult to adjust 

manually. This paper provides an automated headlight management 

system. Here, the headlight beam is reduced in the vehicle according 

to the intensity of light from the opposite vehicle.LDR is used to 

detect the high beam from the opposite vehicle. 

Introduction 

High beam from the headlight causes a dangerous situation during 

night driving. It causes temporary blindness for the drivers that may 

lead to collision or sometimes it may lead to accident. Pedestrian 

crossing the road may get hurt. Almost 30% of accidents occurring 

due to headlight glare. When enough streetlights are available, there 

is no need of headlight beam with such high intensity. This project 

helps to automatically control the headlight glare in motor vehicles. 

LDR is known as light dependent resistor, its resistance varies 

according to the intensity of light falling on it. Microcontroller 

controls the high beam falling on it. When a high beam falls on the 

surface of LDR, the information passes to the microcontroller. 

Microcontroller compares the intensity of incoming light with the 

desired intensity value. When the intensity value is increased beyond 

the desired intensity value, it reduces the intensity of light and 

provides a great relief for the driver from the irritating situation that 

occurs during the night driving. 
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Component 

 Microcontroller 

 regulators 

 Various connectors 

 IC holder 

 H-Bridge to drive the relays and also act as a 5V-12V converter 

 Capacitors, 12V 

 Capacitors, 5V 470muF 

 Bus headers to connect between circuits 

 Wiring harness used for upgrading headlamps 

 

Conclusion 

This paper presents the automatic headlight dimmer that uses LDR. 

Here, high beam is automatically switched to low beam when a high 

beam of light from the another vehicle falls on the LDR. Glaring of 



light from the opposite vehicle during the night travel is one of the 

major problems. Though there is a manual method to reduce the 

headlight beam, it will be difficult during some situations. 

 


